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scheduler, we also implemented constraints to synchronize migrations, to establish precedence rules, to
respect power budgets and an objective that minimizes energy consumption.
We evaluated our model accuracy and its resulting benefits by executing migration scenarios on a
real testbed including a blocking network, mixed VM
memory workloads and collocation settings. Our
model predicted the migration durations with a 94%
accuracy at minimum and an absolute error of 1 second while BtrPlace vanilla was only 30% accurate.
This gain of precision led to wiser scheduling decisions. In practice, the migrations completed on average 3.5 time faster as compared to an execution based
on BtrPlace vanilla. Thanks to a better control of migrations and power-switching actions we also reduced
the power consumption of a server decommissioning
scenario according to different power budgets.

Live-migration has become a common operation on
virtualized infrastructures. Indeed, it is widely used
by resource management algorithms to distribute the
load between servers and to reduce energy consumption [1, 2]. Operators rely also on migrations to prepare production servers for critical maintenance by
relocating their running VMs elsewhere.
To apply new VM placement decisions, livemigrations must be scheduled by selecting for each
migration the moment to start and the bandwidth to
allocate. Long migrations violate SLAs and reduce
the practical benefits of placement algorithms. The
VMs should then be migrated as fast as possible. To
do so, the migration scheduler must be able to predict accurately the migration durations and schedule
them accordingly.
Dynamic VM placement algorithms focus extensively on computing a placement of quality. Their
practical reactivity is however lowered by restrictive
assumptions that under-estimate the migration durations [2]. For example, Entropy [1] supposes a nonblocking homogeneous network coupled with a null
dirty page rate and we already demonstrated that the
network topology but also the workload live memory
usage are dominating factors [3]. Recently, some migration models have been developed and integrated
into simulators to evaluate VM placement algorithms
properly [4]. While these models reproduce migrations finely, they are only devoted to simulation purpose and not used to compute scheduling decisions.
We propose here a migration scheduler that considers the network topology, the migration routes,
the VM memory usage and the dirty page rates, to
compute precise migration durations and infer better schedules. We implemented our scheduler on top
of BtrPlace [5], an extensible version of Entropy [1]
that allows to enrich the scheduling decision capabilities through plug-ins. To assess the flexibility of our
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